
Every year millions of pounds of granite waste from the fabrication industry is sent to the landfill.  StoneTek, 
is transforming this waste stream into beautiful and sustainable landscape and interior stone products.



Granite Split Stone Tile

Granite is one of the most beautiful and durable of all building materials. It’s natural characteristics and 
unmatched beauty have made it the most desirable stone in the industry. StoneTek recycled stone 
products are solid granite, never crushed or reconstituted. Our process utilizes only the waste material 
generated by the granite fabrication industry. You can feel good knowing your using a 100% recycled 
“Real Stone” products.

www.stonetekproducts.com

earth

glacier

galaxy



Bring your vision to life with one of our stunning premier blends or create 
a unique blend from the many colors available.

earth sand frosttravertine

glacier forest sunsetcappuccino

galaxy silver pearl dark sandmidnight



Endless possibilities...
“Let the world be your inspiration”.



Endless possibilities...
“Let the world be your inspiration”.

Unique ~ Beautiful  ~ Sustainable

Interesting Fact - The first commercial railway in the united states dubbed 
“the granite highway” began operation on Oct.7 1826 and was built to haul 
granite from Quincy, MA to a dock on the Neponset river in Eastern MA.



Outdoor Living

www.stonetekproducts.com

Simple stacked construction makes installation fast and easy. All StoneTek fire pits are compatible 
to burn wood- Gas or Lp fuel. Create your own  or choose from our standard sizes available in Earth, 
Sahara or Denali blends.

The focal point of any entertaining space. Create memories that will last  
forever with family and friends around the fire. Stonetek fire pits and benches are 
a simple way to add value and beauty to any space.



LP/Gas Only

linear fire table

garden bench

LP/Gas or Wood

square fire pit

LP/Gas or Wood

round fire pit

round fire pit

36” Round

48” Round

36” Square

Custom sizes depending on 
material available

32”- 48” wide
12”-15” deep, 17” tall 

LP/Gas or Wood



Transforming your outdoor space into an elegant work of art with nature’s most beautiful and durable 
stone. Whether you’re covering existing concrete or installing in the traditional sand set method, from 
subtle to stand out, the possibilities are endless. Recycled granite pavers are nearly five times stronger 
than concrete or brick pavers and will never fade or break down! Perfectly suited for exposure to harsh 
conditions: granite offers a lifetime of beauty and service that will always look as good tomorrow as it 
does today!

Recycled Granite Pavers

www.stonetekproducts.com

Sizes: 3”x6”, 6”x6”,  6”x9”, 4”x8”, 12”x12”
 



Charming and subtle, featuring only the soft, lighter 
shades of granite, Our Sahara blend has a low heat index 
and naturally lends itself into any hardscape design.

denali blend

earth blend

tumbled

flagstone

sahara blend

A timeless look, tumbled stone is a fantastic way to 
accent or enhance any hardscape design. Define 
walkways, highlight an area or create inlayed patterns. 
Available in Sahara, Denali, and Earth Blends.

Earth Blend is a mosaic of natural beauty featuring every 
color of granite. This blend works well in any design and 
makes a statement while doing it.

The Denali Blend combines only the darkest and 
richest hues of granite for a sense of sophistication and 
elegance that will define any space.

Artistry in stone, the flagstone pattern offers a rugged 
natural feel with non symmetrical shapes and sizes. 
Available in Sahara, Denali, and Earth Blends.



Escape to the outdoors, your sanctuary awaits.



Interesting Fact - Nearly 35% of every granite slab fabricated is discarded as 
waste. Resulting in millions of tons in the landfill each year. Every 100 square feet 
of StoneTek granite pavers diverts over 2,500 pounds out of our local landfill.

Unique ~ Beautiful  ~ Sustainable



StoneTek is a family owned Montana company, started in 2011 by Shane and Shawn Petersen. 

Second generation tile and stone installers with more than 20 years experience. The Petersen’s 
wanted to be more involved in the sustainability of the stone industry. In 2011 they began working 
with granite fabricators to developed a recycling program and divert millions of ton of granite 
waste from the landfill each year. StoneTek’s mission is to transforms this waste stream into an 
exceptional Eco-friendly line of stone products and provide an alternative to everyday building 
materials.

170 Andrea STE #1  Belgrade, MT 59714 | 406.388.1776 | info@stonetekproducts.com 

Unique ~ Beautiful  ~ Sustainable

www.stonetekproducts.com

See our Products on and


